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Lafayette Textiles Corporation Provides
Provably Sustainable Products

With a focus on ‘made-in-USA’ sourcing, Lafayette Textiles has a 30+ year history of
supplying manufacturers with PFD (Prepared For Dyeing) knitted fabrics ready for garment

dyeing, tie-dye and pigment dye programs.
 

Forecasting the rise of prices of cotton and all other operational costs, Lafayette Textiles
maintains a significant inventory of yarns from South Korea, India, and the U.S.,

including 100% organic 'certified' cotton.
 

“We still have the competitive advantage of local on-demand production, saving our
customers the expense of international shipping and valuable time.”

- Sean Zahedi, President of Lafayette Textile Corporation
 

In addition to creating sustainable products, Lafayette Textiles ensures its manufacturing
process focuses on recycling and reusing materials to reduce its carbon footprint.

 
For more information, please contact:

Sean Zahedi | sean@lafayettetextile.com
www.lafayettetextile.com

LA-Based Full-Service Manufacturer

Continues to Provide Private Label Products

Focusing on private label products, Astrologie has been the go-to full-service provider for
affordable and just-in-time designs for eighteen years now.

 

http://calfashion.org/
mailto:sean@lafayettetextile.com
http://www.lafayettetextile.com/


Offering both import and quick-turn domestic LA production, Astrologie has established
manufacturing alliances both locally and globally.

 
Astrologie has its own in-house sampling and design team, offering an unsurpassed

quality of production in a competitive environment.
 

“Throughout these 18 years, we became extremely proficient at manufacturing,
sourcing and designing apparel with new fabrications, designs, and artwork.”

-Angelo Ghailian, founder of Astrologie.

For more information, please contact:
Angelo Ghailian | angelo@astrologieca.com

www.astrologieca.com
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